
Notice and warning about “fire selector lever” 
Recently we have received a few cases about the PP-2K “fire selector lever” 
broken issue. 

Our data show mainly two reasons for the above-mentioned problem. 

1. Players pulling the action with the safety on. 

2. After shooting a full clip with an empty magazine, players switch the firing 
mode toward safety without taking out the magazine. 

The above two maneuvers would also damage internal parts in the real 
PP-2000. Since the PP-2K is a replica of the PP-2000, so the same damage 
occurs. 

The PP-2K’s design differs from most airsoft replicas on the market. So we 
have redesigned a CNC-strengthened fire selector lever (Item 65302626) as 
upgrade parts for option and it is available now. 

We also would like to share some trouble shooting of PP-2K with you and it is 
following. 

PP-2K No-BB-No-Fire Design  
By design the nozzle in the action is blocked by the magazine follower, with the 
bolt group at the half-way point of the ejection outlet. Removing the magazine 
the bolt group will automatically pushes forward to cover the ejection outlet.  
 

  

 
 



PP-2K How to debug a malfunctioning action 
✽If the gun does not fire with no BBs loaded and the bolt group at the half way 
point of the ejection outlet, simply load the bolt group again to reposition the 
hammer towards the rear. Now turn the firing mode switch to SAFE to then 
remove the magazine.  
 
✽ When the bolt group is stuck and pulling the trigger does not help, or when 
the blowback is stuck, simply load the bolt group again to reposition the 
hammer towards the rear. Now turn the firing mode switch to SAFE to remove 
the magazine. Recycle the loading a few times to eject any remaining BBs.  
 
✽When the firing mode switch does not work, DO NOT force it. Simply load 
the bolt group again to reposition the hammer towards the rear to fix the 
problem, as well as prevent damaging the fire selector lever.  
 
✽The knocker spring is fatigued and malfunctions. Without removing the 
magazine after using the PP-2K results in extended contact between the 
knocker spring and magazine. This causes fatigue of the spring to impact firing 
efficiency and durability of the spring. So always remove the magazine after 
using the PP-2K to avoid such problems. 

[PP-2K] “How to series” videos  

[PP-2K] How-To Series INTRO 

[PP-2K] How-To Operate the Gun 

[PP-2K] How-To Install the Silencer and the Flashlight 

[PP-2K] How-To Install the Holster 

PP-2K] How-To change the 300mm extended inner barrel (with FPS Testing) 

[PP-2K] How-To Clear the Trigger Malfunction 

[PP-2K] How-To Change the Gas Injection Valve 

[PP-2K] How To Change the CO2 Cartridge 

[PP-2K] How-To Change the CO2 Inner 

[PP-2K] How-To Change the Fire Selector Lever 

[PP-2K] How-To Change the Knocker Spring 



PP-2K’s pictures 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Zet2p3Dde8EuN9oAL--v1j65vfOz-Fv2?usp=s
haring 


